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Abstract

The role of major gene and multifactorial inheritance in the aetiology of club foot in the New Zealand Polynesian population was studied using 287 New Zealand Maori and Pacific club foot families. The club foot family data were analysed by complex segregation analysis under the mixed model using the computer program POINTER. This analysis shows that the best genetic model for club foot in this population is a single dominant gene with a penetrance of 33% and a predicted gene frequency of 0.9%. These data provide a scientific foundation for molecular studies in the Maori and Polynesian population to identify putative club foot genes. (J Med Genet 2000;37:680–683)
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The aetiology of club foot is unknown but various theories have been suggested, including intrauterine mechanical factors or subtle neuromuscular causes. A regional growth disturbance on the medial side of the foot has also been proposed. Several genetic studies have suggested that the prevalence of club feet in the white population is best explained by a single gene with a polygenic component. Asians, conversely, best fit a model of multifactorial inheritance without major gene effects.

In this study we undertook an analysis of 287 Maori and Pacific Island families who had club foot to determine whether, in this population, genetic inheritance is an important factor in the aetiology of club foot.

Materials and methods

The Ethical Review Committee approved the study. Six New Zealand centres with a high density of New Zealand Polynesian and Maori population as defined by the 1991 New Zealand Census were identified (Auckland, Tauranga, Gisborne,Rotorua, Napier, and Whangarei). Families of the probands were approached and enrolled in the study by participating orthopaedic surgeons in each centre. Families were then interviewed at each centre with family pedigrees being constructed by one of three authors (R V Port, C Chapman, or R Nicol). R V Port is bilingual in Maori and English, which greatly facilitated accurate information retrieval.

All probands had idiopathic talipes equinovarus manifested by equinus of the ankle, varus of the hindfoot, and adductus of the foot. The diagnosis of idiopathic talipes equinovarus was confirmed by review of the medical records and clinical examination by the local orthopaedic surgeon. No other abnormalities were present and children with club foot secondary to neuromuscular disease or congenital syndromes were excluded. Probands with postural talipes equinovarus or simple metatarsus adductus were also excluded.

A total of 287 families were included in the study. Of these 287 families, 237 families were interviewed in this study. Fifty family pedigrees had been previously collected by Dr Rodney Beals in Auckland in 1973 and these were included in the analysis giving the total of 287 families. These 50 pedigrees were collected to the same standard as the other family data. A representative pedigree is shown in fig 1.

For each family, the age, sex, date of birth, and relationship to the proband were collected. Full pedigrees were collected out to the cousins of the probands and then extended beyond that for affected subjects only. The affected status of all first, second, and third
degree relatives of the proband was determined by interview and medical records. A positive history of club foot was based upon the presence of the typical deformity of the foot at birth and the treatment regimen.

### STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

From the family information, nuclear family information was extracted and submitted to complex segregation analysis using the POINTER computer program.\(^{12}\) For the analysis, POINTER deals with separate sibships containing at least one affected person from the full pedigree and does not use the pedigree as a whole. Nuclear families without any affected member, therefore, do not get included in the analysis. The genetic model embodied in this program includes a multifactorial component (often termed a polygenic component) together with a single major gene. The word "major" is used to distinguish this genetic factor from the host of minor genetic factors that are assumed to contribute to the multifactorial component.

There are four genetic parameters estimated under the mixed model; the heritability (H), the gene frequency of the abnormal allele (q), the degree of dominance (d, 0.0 implies recessive, 1.0 full dominance), and the separation of the two homozygous means (t). It is assumed that there is an underlying scale of liability to club foot that is unmeasurable, but which has a threshold beyond which a person is affected. A combination of environmental factors and genetic factors contribute to the intrinsic liability to develop club foot, with the environmental factors unmeasured and random. The model can include a parameter for effects that apply in childhood but this was not estimated in this analysis as it was felt that this was not of direct relevance to a condition presenting at birth.

Under POINTER, it is necessary to specify an ascertainment model. Because of the complexity of our data ascertainment, this cannot be specified precisely. Analysis of ascertainment is a complex problem not fully resolved.\(^{13}\) Accordingly, we assumed incomplete selection and estimated the ascertainment probability \(\pi\) by examining the distribution of ascertained subjects among the affected subjects within sibships.\(^{14}\) However, because of concerns about the sampling model, the analyses were also carried out using truncate selection with the ascertainment probability \(\pi\) set to 1.0, with multiple incomplete ascertainment using an ascertainment probability of 0.95, and with the estimated value.

The analysis proceeds by estimating the likelihood of the set of families under a variety of models using chi-square tests. In large sample theory, a general hypothesis can be compared with a sub-hypothesis by taking twice the difference between the logarithms of the likelihoods of the two hypotheses and assuming that they are distributed as a chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters estimated in the two models. Where a parameter estimate meets a boundary condition (such as the heritability being no greater than 1.0), the precise number of degrees of freedom is debated. A conservative estimate assuming the larger figure was used. As our data came from two separate collections, the parameter estimates were checked for homogeneity by comparing the sum of the logarithms of the likelihoods for the separate data sets with the likelihood when they were analysed together. Twice the difference is distributed as a chi-square with one degree of freedom.

### Results

#### PATIENT POPULATION

The 50 Maori family trees constructed by Dr R Beals have been previously reported,\(^{4}\) but are summarised in table 1. The other 237 Polynesian sib family trees in this study were constructed with the proband originating from one of six centres around New Zealand. Of these 237 probands, 63% were male and 37% were female. The racial origin of the proband was predominantly Maori (189), but a small number of Pacific Island families were included from Samoa (15), Tonga (13), Cook Islands...
affected subjects in this population will be heterozygous.

Discussion

There have been three previous studies of possible genetic factors in the aetiology of club foot among Polynesians in New Zealand. The first was undertaken in Rotorua by Veale and colleagues in 1966, who considered the birth incidence in Maori to be 6 per 1000 and found support for a multifactorial model with a heritability of 70%. At that time, complex segregation analysis under a mixed genetic model was not possible. Beals et al. (50 families ascertained from Middlemore Hospital but was unable to test specifically for single gene effects. Cartlidge et al. (1968) reported on the epidemiology (including family history) of club foot in the Polynesian child, but did not perform any genetic analyses. Our study supports the findings of these previous reports and shows that in the Maori and Pacific population, there is a very significant probability that club foot is caused by a single dominant gene.

The only other paper to report on a complex segregation analysis of club foot in Polynesians has been that of Yang et al. (1963). They found support for a mixed model, with an almost fully dominant major gene with a gene frequency of 4.7% combined with a polygenic component with a heritability of 27%. This compares with our best fitting model which suggests a fully dominant major gene with a gene frequency of 0.9% and no polygenic component. Both studies provide clear support for a major gene contributing substantially to the cause of club foot in Polynesians. However, our model suggests a lower gene frequency but with a much higher penetrance. The reasons for these differences are not obvious but may relate to differences in the genetic histories of New Zealand Maori and Hawaiian Polynesians.

Complex segregation analysis has also been used in the white population to assess the possibility of genetic inheritance. A study of 143 white pedigrees in Iowa suggested a single dominant gene in combination with residual factors shared by sibs. Wang et al. (1970) also found a largely dominant major gene (d=0.82) with an additional multifactorial component. Very similar findings were noted by Yang et al., although their study was limited by the small number of white families. A fourth study, performed on 173 club foot families in Texas (including 93 white and 48 Hispanic families), found that the recessive mixed model was the best fitting model with no differences because of ethnicity. In all these studies, the number of families with more than two involved family members was small. For example, in the study by Rebbeck et al. (1970) only 20 families had two or more members involved. This compares with our study in which 116 families of the 287 total have three or more members with club foot.

In summary, this study confirms the genetic background of club foot in Polynesians by using both linkage analysis and association studies. We have found that the likelihood of affected subjects carrying a copy of the gene

Table 1 Demographics of study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Beals data (50 patients)</th>
<th>Current data (237 patients)</th>
<th>Total (287 patients)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Results of segregation analysis for all families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Multifactorial</th>
<th>Recessive major gene</th>
<th>Dominant major gene</th>
<th>General model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>q=0.75, H=0.0</td>
<td>d=0.75, H=0.0</td>
<td>d=0.75, H=0.0</td>
<td>d=0.75, H=0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chi-square</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degrees of freedom</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chi-square</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(13), Niue (6), and Tuvalu (1). In many families, members were from several different Pacific Island groups or had a mixed ethnicity of New Zealand Maori plus Pacific Island. We used the definition developed by the New Zealand Census Department to define the primary racial group of each family.

The 237 Polynesian family pedigrees consisted of 6846 subjects. The pedigrees ranged in size from five to 105 with average size of 29 and 84% of them included three generations or more. The average number of affected subjects per family tree was 2.4. Of the families with more than one affected member, 22 (14%) had one affected parent and 26 (17%) had one or more affected sibs.

GENETIC ANALYSIS

From the distribution of ascertainment within sibships the ascertainment probability π was estimated to be 0.31. The analyses cited below use this value. Analyses using the alternative values for π discussed above were little different, with chi-square values very similar to those quoted. The results of the segregation analysis are presented in table 2.

A single dominant gene clearly provides the best fitting model among those shown. The chi-square value comparing the general model with the multifactorial model is 12.19 with 3 degrees of freedom (p<0.001). A recessive model is similarly rejected (χ²=9.45, 2 df, p<0.001). Estimating the likelihood of the general model for each of the two data sets (Beals’s dataset and our patient data) under the dominant major gene model gives a combined −2LnL of 929.77, so that the chi-square value for homogeneity between the two data sets is 932.70-929.77, or 2.93 with 1 df (p=0.1).

Under the dominant major gene model, the frequency of the abnormal allele is about 0.9%, with a penetrance of 33% in heterozygotes and homozygotes. This implies that about 83% of...
predisposing to club foot is sufficiently high in this population that any family with multiple affected members is almost certain to be carrying a copy of this gene. These families would be good candidates for genomic screening to identify the putative “club foot gene”.
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